Are compression therapists too superficial?
Quantifying limb compression through pressure
measurements at the skin surface.
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Why we need to quantify pressure
• Too much pressure - Potential for harm
• Too little pressure - Limited therapeutic effect
The Fact

Reliably quantified pressure measurement will allow us to develop our science without poor
quantification of applied pressure

The conundrum
We can’t directly measure internal pressure in vivo without cutting holes in or patients
The solution
Measure the pressure applied at the limb surface to infer the internal limb pressure
The Big Problem
The values provided by interfacial pressure measurement devices are a function of their
shape, deformation and transduction mechanism both during calibration and in use!

Laplace’s Law and the influence of curvature on pressure

….courtesy of an astrophysicist and a physical chemist

Derived from the Young-Laplace Equation

Pierre-Simon Laplace
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…and for a cylinder
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If the cylinder is a limb and the “surface tension” is supplied by a bandage
(assumes thickness of bandage << r and an absence of friction)
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∆ P = pressure differential across “interface”
Ft = tensioning force applied to the bandage
W = bandage width
n = number of layers

If the curved “interface” is not free to move, the pressure differential is a function of LOCAL curvature
(this is why bubbles are spherical – pressure is equalised!)
BUT limbs are not round, yet we typically measure sub-bandage pressure at a single point to infer the
overall pressure applied to the limb

Prior study using a fibre-optic pressure sensing array
We (1) recently reported a novel fibre-optic sub-bandage pressure sensing array with accuracy that is not influenced by
curvature through measurements on hard cylindrical mandrels in the radius range 25 – 100 mm (160 – 630 mm circ.)
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The aims of this current study are to :
1. Extend the diameter range to larger limbs on a compliant limb
analogue material
2. Measure surface pressure distribution around the circumference of an
anatomically shaped limb cross-section
3. Explore a method for investigating the propagation of surface
pressure into the core of a model limb

Methods – Silicone Model Limb Cross-Sections
•
•

Two model limb sections of identical circumference (327 mm) were cast in Shore A 10 silicone rubber
One was cylindrical (constant radius) while the other had 5 known radii of curvature and reflected the shape of a healthy calf
Model hard skeletal
structures

Collapsed PE sleeves
as model venous
structures

•

Each of the limb sections contained a series of 10 mm wide, collapsed polyethylene sleeves for subsequent flow through connection and
determination of venous pressure at various locations throughout the cross-sections.

Methods – Flow/Internal Pressure Measurement
A dramatic over-pressure of 160 mmHg was supplied to the water feed-in
side of the ‘vein’ to open the lumen and allow flow.
Feed pressure rapidly declined while the vein was open (ie pressure
exceeded internal limb pressure) and reached a small baseline steadystate flow once the vein had collapsed (30 seconds). This pressure was
used to indicate the pressure in the model ‘tissue’.
This method was validated by applying a sphygmomanometer cuff at
known pressures to the cylindrical limb section – Water feed pressure at
the 30 second steady state point approximated that in the pressure cuff

Pvein =Pcuff

Methods – Sub-bandage pressure measurement
•
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Sub-bandage pressure was measured using a 6 element fibre-optic pressure sensing array at:
5 separate locations around the cylindrical limb
5 points around the anatomical limb at known radii of curvature
The bandage was tensioned to a known 135 N/m in each case and measured pressure
compared with Laplace predictions.
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Anatomical limb section with controlled
tensioning device and 5 measurement
locations on different radii.

Anatomical limb section with clear
plastic in place of bandage to show
application of pressure sensor array.

Cylindrical limb section showing mock veins,
bones and 5 separate surface pressure
measurement locations

Results – Cylindrical Model
•
•

Sub-bandage pressure was invariant at the 5 separate locations around the circumference of the cylindrical model
The mean surface pressure was 16.3 ± 0.8 mmHg, in accordance with Laplace’s Law for the cylindrical radius of 54 mm and
bandage tension 135 N/m.

Sub-bandage Pressure
Measured

R = 54 mm

Results – Anatomical Model
For the anatomical model at the same bandage tension, sub-bandage pressure varied between 1.5 ± 1.4 mmHg at the flattest part of
the shin bone (R =2000 mm) to 34.0 ± 1.9 mmHg at the point of highest curvature (R = 25 mm)

Very good agreement with Laplace’s Law was observed with a highly variable pressure measured for the very same bandage
dependent on the position of pressure measurement

What happens inside the limb?
•

Near the surface of the limb, the model venous pressure was affected by the adjacent local curvature, but less extreme
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What happens inside the limb?
•
•

Near the centre (core) of the limb, the pressure was the same as for the cylindrical limb
Taking the equivalent or mean radius as the circumference/2π, the core pressure was as predicted by Laplace for a cylinder of the
same radius

What our data show
•

Our sensor accurately measures pressure under a tensioned bandage regardless of curvature between 25 – 2000 mm radius.
• This is demonstrated by data that closely follow Laplace’s Law

•

While the surface pressure exerted by a bandage under tension is equal around the circumference is equal, there is LARGE
variation in the measured pressure depending on the LOCAL radius of curvature

•

Preliminary measurements using our venous flow apparatus provides an indication of the pressure distribution inside the limb

•

Superficial sub-surface regions appear to be affected by the curvature of the adjacent surface. However, the pressure peaks and
troughs at the surface are dissipated and equalised at deeper locations near the core of the limb

• The combined data show that a sub-bandage pressure measurement
made at the surface is strongly affected by the location of the
measurement and may not reflect the internal pressure.

Limitations
•

Our limb analogues were made of a uniform elastic material. The presence of adipose, viscera and other structures in vivo may
affect pressure distribution in a different manner

•

A thin layer of polyethylene was used between the limb section and the tensioning bandage to provide a very low-friction layer in
our setup. The presence of friction in practice may change the distribution of pressure around a limb through regions of different
bandage tension

•

Our internal pressure measurements were sensitive to orientation of the limb and distribution of the section’s own weight. This
should be carefully managed for future work and should also be considered for in vivo measurements
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